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QUESTION: 64
View the Exhibit.

Which statement correctly identifies the purpose of the symbol labeled “Node”?

A. It contains the dictionary of all custom API REST resources.
B. It represents the Node.js implementation of custom APIs.
C. It references the custom APIs that are exposed to the mobile application as a Node.js
library.
D. It refers to the custom APIs that are to be downloaded and executed on the mobile
client by using a Node.js library.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 65
You have created a new mobile backend version number and have implemented it by
using HTTP Basic security. Which three key elements would you need to share with
mobile application developers so that the mobile backend can be referenced while
coding within the SDK for their platform? (Choose three.)

A. platform-specific client ID
B. anonymous key
C. base URL

D. realms
E. mobile backend ID
F. token endpoint

Answer: A, B, F

QUESTION: 66
You are building a mobile application that will use data from an on-premise SOAP web
service that is called over HTTPS. The on-premise service requires HTTP Basic
authentication through the use of a service account. The mobile client application itself
does not require users to authenticate. Your solution leverages a SOAP connector API
called by MCS custom code. Which four tasks would you need to perform on the
connector API and in your mobile application to implement these requirements?
(Choose four.)

A. Ensure that the mobile client application calls the appropriate connector API method
to perform anonymous authentication.
B. Ensure that the mobile client application calls the appropriate client SDK method to
perform anonymous authentication.
C. Add anonymous authentication credentials to the configuration file used by the client
SDK in the mobile client application.
D. Add the service account credentials to the configuration file used by the client SDK.
E. Pick a security policy that enforces SSL and configure it.
F. Activate HTTPS in the environment policy.
G. Add the service account credentials to the MCS identity store (CSF - Credential Store
Framework).
H. Activate anonymous authentication on the relevant connector APIs.

Answer: B, C, F, G

QUESTION: 67
Which two statements are true about published MCS artifacts? (Choose two.)

A. The MCS artifacts that are marked as published can be deployed to different MCS
environments.
B. It is possible to unpublish, edit, and republish the MCS artifacts that are marked as
published.
C. It is possible to create new draft versions from the MCS artifacts that are marked as
published.

D. The MCS artifacts that are marked as published can be moved to the trash.

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 68
What are the three mandatory steps that are required to configure MCS Enterprise Single
Sign-On (SSO) before mobile applications can use single sign-on? (Choose three.)

A. Update the WebGate configuration on the MCS instance.
B. Add at least one SSO provider to the user realm.
C. Create user accounts in Oracle Cloud for the mobile application users.
D. Enable SSO on the relevant mobile backends.
E. Configure the Oracle Cloud identity domain to allow SSO.
F. Activate SSO on the connector APIs.

Answer: B, C, E

QUESTION: 69
Having implemented a custom API in MCS, you notice that the console.log(<log
message>) messages that you included in your code are not appearing in the custom
code diagnostic logs. Identify a reason that you do not see the console.log messages,
given that everything else in the API seems to be working properly. (Choose the best
answer.)

A. Your logging level is set to record only more serious log messages (such as severe).
B. You have a typo or have misspelled console.log in your API implementation.
C. The console.log messages are recorded only after you deploy to a production
instance.
D. You can record only one logging level at a time.
E. You have configured that all log messages go to an exportable JSON, XML, CSV, or
text file.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 70
Which statement is true about REST connector APIs?

A. They must be consumed by a single custom API. If several custom APIs need to call
an external service, each needs its own REST connector API.
B. They are required to connect to external services from custom APIs and cannot be
bypassed.
C. They mandate the use of a security policy.
D. They allow calls to an external service, along with security policy setup and
credentials, to be encapsulated and used consistently across the mobile API.
E. They work exclusively with JSON payloads.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 71
MCS uses the concept of roles, or personas, to describe the various team members and
the tasks that are undertaken in a development project. Which two statements are true
about team roles within an MCS development project? (Choose two.)

A. MCS team member roles are separate and distinct from end users who log in to the
production mobile application.
B. It is strongly recommended that each MCS development team member be assigned
only one role at a time.
C. A typical MCS project may involve many development and business team members.
MCS supports a “separation of concerns” so that team members can focus on their areas
such as development, architecture, or business.
D. For trials or prototyping, you would typically allow anonymous access for your team
rather than setting up roles for each development team member.
E. A mobile cloud administrator would typically be interested only in the analytics
within MCS.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 72
You have defined a custom API and its REST endpoints and methods. In addition, you
have exposed the API through a mobile backend. In what three ways can you test the
custom API? (Choose three.)

A. from a browser that accesses the endpoint URI
B. remotely via a mobile app by using an MCS client SDK for that platform
C. remotely via an HTTP request by using a tool such as Postman or SoapUI
D. from the MCS portal test page for the custom API

E. from the Developer Cloud Service test harness

Answer: A, C, D
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